ProDigest wins Life Science Technology Award in the Deloitte
Technology Fast 50 Competition
Ghent, 17 Nov 2016 - ProDigest wins the prestigious Deloitte Technology Fast 50 award for
technology companies active in Life Sciences and headquartered in Belgium. With an impressive
301% growth, ProDigest moves into the first position in its category.
The esteemed Deloitte Technology Fast50 annual award honors the fastest growing technology
companies. The selection process is based on the percentage of operational revenue growth over the past
five-year period. The award was created to showcase the remarkable contribution of technology companies
to the growth of the economy.

“We are extremely pleased to have won this prestigious award”, stated Sam Possemiers, CEO of ProDigest.
“The Deloitte Technology Fast 50 award gives great visibility to technology companies and is internationally
recognized as being one of the most important business awards in our sector. It is therefore a superb
recognition for the efforts of the complete ProDigest team in lifting ProDigest to a higher level. While already
ending at a nice 19th position at our first participation last year, the rapid expansion of the company has
allowed us to further improve our ranking and win this award. We are fortunate to have an incredibly
talented, hard-working and passionate team of experts at ProDigest.”

About the company
ProDigest is a company that develops unique laboratory models of the complete gastrointestinal tract of
humans and animals. It markets the Simulator of the Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem (SHIME®), a
unique enabling technology used to provide pre-clinical services to functional food/feed and pharma
companies in order to assess the fate of actives and ingredients during digestive processes and their
mechanism of action in relation to human and animal health.
More information can be found on http://www.prodigest.eu.
About the Deloitte Technology Fast 50
The Deloitte Technology Fast 50 competition is an annual selection of the 50 fastest growing and innovative
technology companies headquartered in Belgium. Public or private companies who develop a technology
related product or service and who have experienced substantial revenue growth over the last four years
can enter the competition for their chance to be nominated as one of the 50 fastest-growing technology
companies in Belgium.
Companies that have been active in the technology sector for less than five years can participate in the
special Rising Star category of the competition. These companies are judged by an independent jury on
their turnover potential and scalability.
Participating in the Deloitte Fast 50 competition can help companies to develop their business by increasing
their visibility and giving them access to the Fast 50’s unique network of highly successful executives.
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